[Experimental study of NK4 gene targeted therapy mediated by human telomerase reverse transcriptase promoter for colon cancer].
To investigate anti-tumor effect of the recombined adenovirus encoding NK4 gene regulated by human telomerase reverse transcriptase (HTERT) promoter (Ad HTERTp-NK4) on human colon cancer. Colon cell line HCT116 was infected with Ad HTERTp-NK4. NK4 expression was determined by RT-PCR and Western blot. The cell-growth inhibition rate and the invasive capacity of cells were evaluated by MTT method and reconstituted basement membrane invasion assay. The model of subcutaneous tumor was generated by injection of HCT116 cells into the dorsum of nude mice. Ad HTERTp-NK4 was injected around the tumor tissues, and tumor growth was observed. NK4 gene was highly expressed in infected HCT116 cells. The cell growth inhibition rate and the invasive inhibition rate in Ad HTERTp-NK4 cells were 47.14% and 40.63% respectively, which were significantly higher than those in the control cells (2.75% and 2.31%, P<0.05). Tumor growth was significantly inhibited in mice injected with Ad HTERTp-NK4, and the tumor growth inhibition rate was 47.3%, which was significantly higher than that in the controls (4.6%, P<0.05). Ad HTERTp-NK4 can inhibit tumor growth and decrease the invasive capacity of tumor cells, which makes it an ideal candidate for new gene therapy for colon carcinoma.